We present a detailed study of the ͑100͒ surface of the orthorhombic Al 13 Co 4 crystal using both experimental and ab initio computational methods. This complex metallic alloy is an approximant of the decagonal Al-Ni-Co quasicrystalline phase. After sputter-annealing preparation of the surface at 1073 K, the low-energy electron diffraction pattern recorded exhibits a pseudotenfold symmetry with lattice parameters consistent with those of the bulk model. At this stage, scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ measurements reveal two different types of surface terminations. A comparison between these two surface structures and the bulk planes indicate that the terminations correspond either to an incomplete puckered layer ͑P͒ or to an incomplete flat layer ͑F͒.At 1173 K, the majority of the surface consists of P layer terminations. STM images calculated from our proposed surface model are in good agreement with experimental images. X-ray photoelectron diffraction patterns and single scattering cluster calculations further confirm that the local atomic arrangements present in the bulk model are preserved within the near-surface region.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quasicrystals 1 and approximants belong to the class of intermetallic compounds known as complex metallic alloys ͑CMAs͒. 2 The complex crystallographic structure of CMA is based on highly symmetric clusters ͑elementary building blocks͒ that decorate large unit cells. The latter may contain up to some thousands of atoms. 3 Quasicrystal samples represent the ultimate case where the size of the unit cell can be considered as infinite.
Over the last fifteen years, the surface structures of icosahedral and decagonal quasicrystals have been intensively studied both from an experimental and a theoretical viewpoint. 4 One major task has been to understand the interplay that exists between their fascinating crystallographic structure and the unusual physical properties measured for surfaces of Al-based CMAs ͑high hardness, low coefficient of friction, etc.͒. 5 With the growth of single element quasiperiodic monolayers on quasicrystalline templates, it has been recently possible to show how the electronic structure of a thin film was influenced by its aperiodic structure. 6 Due to the structural complexity inherent to the aperiodic order, approximant phases have often been introduced to model their parent quasicrystal and to perform calculations requiring periodic boundary conditions, and therefore a finite unit cell. For instance, approximant structures have been employed successfully to understand the electronic charge-density distribution at the surface of the icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal. 7 From ab initio calculations, simulated scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ images have been generated and they nicely reproduce the local motifs observed on the experimental STM images recorded on quasicrystalline surfaces. 8 This agreement validates further the use of such periodic crystals to model aperiodic structures.
Up to now, the surface study of only one approximant crystal has been reported using STM and low-energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒. 9, 10 The analysis carried out on the Ј-Al-Pd-Mn surface revealed that large flat terraces are separated by a minimal step height that corresponds to half the period along the pseudotenfold ͑p-10f͒ axis. This indicates preferential surface termination at specific atomic layers, which are related by a mirror plane. The incomplete topmost surface layers and the atomic fine structures imaged by STM can be interpreted using planes perpendicular to the p-10f axis of the bulk structure model. The fine structure imaged by STM on a single terrace can be interpreted using the bulk structure model and reveals the existence of an incomplete top layer that consists of decagonal rings of atoms decorating the orthorhombic unit cell. These decagonal rings of atoms are part of the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ cluster units used to describe the Ј phase. 9 Recent achievements in the growth of centimeter-sized single crystals 11 have allowed the investigation of other CMA surfaces. Here we report the study of the ͑100͒ surface of the orthorhombic Al 13 Co 4 approximant STM, LEED, ultraviolet ͑UPS͒ and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ͑XPS͒, x-ray photoelectron diffraction ͑XPD͒, and ab initio densityfunctional calculations. The model of the bulk structure has been proposed by Grin et al. 12 and is presented in Sec. II. Following the description of the experimental details in Sec. III, the surface preparation along with the identification of the different surface terminations will be explained in Sec. IV. The calculated electronic density of states ͑DOS͒ at the Fermi level and the measured valence band will be compared in Sec. V. From ab initio calculations, simulated STM images will allow us to interpret our STM measurements. We demonstrate that the most preferred surface termination is related to an incomplete puckered layer of the bulk structure in the topmost surface plane.
II. MODEL OF THE BULK STRUCTURE
The Al 13 Co 4 sample is an approximant of the decagonal Al-Ni-Co quasicrystal, [13] [14] [15] whereas the Ј-Al-Pd-Mn sample has a structure related to the icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystals. 16, 17 This orthorhombic crystal belongs to the space-group Pmn2 1 and has a unit cell containing 102 atoms ͑78 Al and 24 Co atoms͒ with the following lattice parameters ͑Pearson's symbol oP102͒: a = 8.158 Å, b = 12.342 Å, and c = 14.452 Å. 12, [18] [19] [20] Its bulk structure has been investigated using x-ray single-crystal and powder-diffraction techniques. 12 The Al 13 Co 4 structure is related to several other complex metallic alloys such as the monoclinic Al 13 Fe 4 ͑Refs. 21 and 22͒ and other Al 13 Co 4 ͑Ref. 23͒ phases, and the Al 13 ͑Pd, Fe͒ 4 ͑Ref. 24͒ and the ⑀-Al 3 Co ͑Ref. 13͒ phases. The bulk structure of this approximant is described by the stacking along the ͓100͔ direction of two types of layers, a flat ͑F͒ and a puckered ͑P͒ plane, separated by a mean distance of 2.0 Å. These layers have a p-10f symmetry and appear in the following sequence: F 0.0 P 0.25 F 0.5 P 0.75 , where P 0.75 and P 0.25 are mirrored against F 0.5 . The F layer contains 17 Al and 8 Co atoms. The P layer contains 22 Al and 4 Co atoms, and it is therefore slightly Al rich compared to the F layer and denser by one atom. All atomic sites are fully occupied in this model.
The structure of a single F layer can be described by a tiling composed of pentagons and rhombi obtained by connecting Co atoms in the plane. The pentagonal tiles are decorated in two different manners: either by five Al atoms forming a highly distorted pentagon or by an Al-centered pentagon forming a decagonal ring with the Co pentagon ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. The connection between the Co pentagons is completed by one type of rhombus decorated by atoms belonging to both pentagonal tiles. As proposed by Henley, 25 the structure along the ͓100͔ direction of the Al 13 Co 4 crystal can be described using the so-called "pentagonal bipyramid" ͑PB͒ cluster as a basic building block ͓left of Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . The PB is a 23 atom cluster containing 16 Al and 7 Co atoms. This three-dimensional atomic arrangement can be dissected into three layers ͓center of Fig. 1͑c͔͒ ; an Al-centered equatorial layer consisting of a decagonal ring of alternating Al and Co atoms is capped ͑top and bottom͒ by two six-atom puckered layers consisting of small Al pentagons centered by Co atom. 14 Along the ͓100͔ direction, the PB clusters alternate with "junction" layers ͓right of Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . Hence, the two pentagons drawn on Fig. 1͑a͒ correspond either to the equatorial or to the junction layers discussed above.
Regarding the P layer ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒, the connection of Co atoms leads to a tiling composed of a unique elongated hexagon. The hexagonal tiles pointing in two different directions are rotated from each other by 36°. Each Co atom is surrounded by a pentagon composed of five Al atoms. These small pentagons highlighted in the bottom or top caps of the PB cluster. Hence the Co atoms sit either on top or below ͑labeled, respectively, "+" and "−"͒ the smallest Al pentagons. Consequently, the structure of the P layer can be understood as being composed mainly of bottom and top caps of the PB cluster linked by extra Al atoms labeled "glue" atoms ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. At this stage it is worth mentioning that a bipentagonal motif ͑for instance made by two bottom caps͒ would be rotated by 80°from one puckered layer to the next one.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The Al 13 Co 4 samples ͑Al 76.5 Co 23.5 at. %͒ used in this experiment have been grown by the Jülich and the Munich group using the Czochralski method from Al-rich solutions. Crystal growth was done by pulling along the ͓100͔ direction using native seeds. 11 The crystals are oriented using back reflection Laue x-ray diffraction and are cut perpendicular to their ͓100͔ direction. The surfaces have been mechanically polished using diamond paste with decreasing grain size down to 1 / 4 m and using Syton® for the final polishing cycles. At this stage, the appearance of the samples is mirrorlike. After insertion in ultrahigh vacuum ͑UHV͒, the preparation of the samples consists of cycles of Ar + sputtering and annealing between 1073 and 1173 K. The Ar ionbeam energy is progressively reduced from 1.5 to 1.0 kV and the sputtering cycle lasts 20 min. The base pressure of the system is 5 ϫ 10 −11 mbar. As explained later on ͑see Sec. IV A͒, the annealing time is varied between 40 min and 2 h per cycle. The temperature of the sample is monitored using an infrared optical pyrometer with the emissivity set to 0.35. The electronic structure of the sample is investigated using XPS and UPS while the overall surface structure is assessed by low-energy electron diffraction. The sample is considered clean when the XPS spectra show no traces of contaminants. The local atomic arrangement is probed using an Omicron variable-temperature atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒/STM operated in the STM mode at room temperature. In a separate UHV chamber ͑EMPA Thun͒, XPD measurements have been carried out using nonmonochromatized Al K ␣ radiation and a modified Omicron photoelectron spectrometer equipped with an EA 125 HR electron analyzer operated in constant analyzer energy mode. The spectrometer has been calibrated to the Au 4f 7/2 binding energy of 83.8 eV. Prior to XPD measurements, the structural quality of the surface is verified using LEED.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Surface preparation
After annealing the sample to 1103 K for 1 h, the LEED pattern is sharp with a low background ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. The surface structure is orthorhombic with the ratio of the unit-cell dimensions ͑ c b = 1.186͒ similar, within the accuracy of our measurements, to those reported by Grin et al. 12 ͑ c b = 1.171͒. Compared to other p-10f surfaces of approximants, 9, 26 the p-10f symmetry within the LEED patterns recorded is less noticeable. As we will see later on, the p-10f symmetry is very pronounced in the local structure probed by XPD.
After annealing to 1115 K, STM images ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ reveal atomically flat terraces of various widths separated by a single-step height. The latter is equal to 4.2Ϯ 0.2 Å, which corresponds to half of the lattice parameter ͑a / 2͒ along the ͓100͔ direction. High-resolution STM images ͑not shown here͒ reveal that the surface structure is similar on all terraces investigated and this termination is labeled T1 on Fig.  2͑b͒ . On terraces of width greater than 20 nm, patches of an incomplete surface termination ͑labeled T2͒ decorate the upper step edges of the terraces. As shown on Fig. 2͑c͒ , increasing the annealing time to 2 h leads to the formation of larger terraces. Now, two distinct terminations are easily distinguishable at the surface. The one closer to the step edge ͑height= a / 2͒ is attributed to T1 and the remaining part of the surface is assigned to T2 ͓see Fig. 2͑c͔͒ . The mean height difference between T1 and T2 is measured at 2.2Ϯ 0.2 Å, which corresponds to the distance between the flat and the puckered layer in the bulk model. The roughness calculated on both terminations using the root-mean-square height ͑Z rms ͒ are 0.30 and 0.57 Å for T1 and T2, respectively. Following this surface preparation, the step edges are always T2 deficient. Hence, T1 is only observed on the lower and upper sides of the step edges over a 30-nm-wide region. As shown in Fig. 2͑d͒ , a drastic change in the surface morphology is observed when annealing the sample to 1165 K for 1 h. At this temperature, T2 is preferentially desorbed, leaving T1 as the dominant surface plane. The complete evaporation of T2 has been achieved by annealing the Al 13 Co 4 to 1173 K for 2 h. However, this marks the start of the evaporation of T1 as indicated by the presence of depressions across the top most surface layer. The LEED patterns recorded during these different surface preparations are qualitatively identical but drastic changes have been observed within the intensity distribution of the diffraction peaks.
B. Investigation of the surface structure
We now turn into the identification of the atomic structures for both surface terminations using higher magnification STM images. At first ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ , the structure observed on T1 can be described using a centered elongated hexagon. The orientation of this hexagon is different on successive terraces and an angle of 80°is measured between the two possible alignments. From atomically resolved STM images, it appears that the center and the vertices of this hexagon are decorated by bipentagonal motifs resembling those presented in Fig. 1͑d͒ . The dimensions of individual pentagon and of the unit mesh are consistent with those from the puckered layer ͑x = 0.25 or x = 0.75͒. This is further confirmed by the fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͓͒ inset of Fig.  3͑b͔͒ calculated from the T1 region, which exhibits an orthorhombic structure with the lattice-parameter dimensions ͑b = 12.6Ϯ 0.3 Å and c = 14.5Ϯ 0.1 Å͒ expected from the bulk structural model. 12 However, only one set of bipentagonal features pointing in one direction within each plane is preserved at the surface. These pentagons correspond either to bottom or top caps of the PB cluster. As it will be demonstrated further using simulated STM images, the presence of both sets of bipentagonal motifs would have led to a full puckered layer with a completely different topography ͓see Fig. 7͑a͒ for instance͔. Consequently, the puckered layer is not as dense as in the bulk model and atomic desorption ͑both Al and Co atoms͒ is encountered during the surface preparation. The rising question is which out of the two possible pentagons remain at the surface. Additional analytical tools ͑for instance ab initio calculations͒ will be required to discriminate between the two possibilities. An atomically resolved STM image from a region of T2 is shown on Fig.  3͑c͒ . This termination is not complete as revealed by the presence of several holes and of irregularly decorated unit cells. From the densest area, atomic lines and local hexagonal-like features are readily distinguishable ͓outlined on Fig. 3͑c͔͒ . Although not complete, T2 is well ordered as indicated by the FFT presented in Fig. 3͑d͒ . Similarly, the dimensions of the orthorhombic unit cell are comparable to those measured on T1. Within the diffraction spots observed on the FFT pattern, six intense spots are arranged in a hexagonal manner ͓see Fig. 3͑d͔͒ . In the following section, we propose a structural model to explain our STM observations on the T2 termination and the intensity distribution obtained within the FFT.
C. Structural model of both surface terminations
The thorough inspection of several STM images allows us to identify a recurrent atomic arrangement within the T2 region ͓inset of Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . The analysis of denser area observed on T2 is hindered by a limited STM resolution. To understand its orientation and position with respect to the crystal structure, a mesh representing the surface orthorhombic unit cell has been drawn on the T1 region and has been extended over the T2 layer ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. To a first approximation, this motif or superstructure is described as an oblique surface net with four atoms or clusters of atoms at the positions ͑0,0͒, ͑ 1 2 ,0͒, ͑ 1 4 , 1 2 ͒, and ͑ 3 4 , 1 2 ͒ with respect to the sample orthorhombic unit cell ͓inset of Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . Squashed hexagons as the one presented on Fig. 3͑c͒ can be generated from this basic unit. The corresponding diffraction pattern of this superstructure has been calculated and is presented in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The intensity distribution of the Bragg spots has been simulated and varies according to the following structure factor:
͑1͒
Around the central spot, the next six most intense peaks form a hexagonal motif ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. The overall pattern obtained from our proposed superstructure is in good agreement both qualitatively and quantitatively with the calculated FFT from the T2 region ͓see Fig. 3͑d͔͒ .
Using the grid shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ as a reference, it has been possible to superimpose part of the STM image repre- Figs. 1͑c͒ and  1͑d͔͒ . Hence, the crosses are located on top of interstitial sites of the puckered layer. Next, the structure of the flat layer situated above the puckered layer in the bulk model is investigated. In particular, we seek for any correspondence between the oblique cell and atomic positions within the F layer. As shown on Fig. 4͑d͒ , a reasonable fit is identified between the position of crosses and several sites decorated by Al atoms. These atoms are labeled Al5, Al6, Al7, and Al8 by Grin et al., 12 and are represented by the largest spheres in Fig. 4͑d͒ . The crosses at midedge position along the ͗010͘ direction of the orthorhombic unit cell do not coincidence perfectly with the Al atoms marked by arrows. This small shift could be related to a possible surface relaxation, a consequence of the reduced atomic density of the F layer at the surface. Alternatively, an electronic contribution from the at-oms beneath the topmost layer could provide a higher local density of states at the midedge position along the ͗010͘ direction. Hence we tentatively assign the decoration of the oblique net by Al atoms belonging to the F layer. If we consider the above measurements ͑step height, calculated FFT, local atomic arrangement͒, we believe that T2 corresponds to the incomplete F layer in the bulk model, where the density of the flat layer or T2 at the surface depends on the sample preparation.
We now focus on the potential atomic structure of the T1 termination. To this end, our STM measurements suggest that only one type of bipentagonal motifs is preserved with the topmost layer. Investigation of numerous STM images point also to a desorption of glue atoms ͓see Figs. 1͑b͒ and 1͑c͔͒. In an attempt to test this hypothesis, the surface has been analyzed using X-ray photoelectron diffraction. The measurements have been carried out after annealing the Al 13 Co 4 crystal to 1073 K for 2 h. As explained in Sec. IV A, the majority of the surface consists of relatively narrow terraces with T1 as the topmost termination. Figures 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ exhibit the Al 2s and Co 2p 3/2 photoemission line intensities for different angular and polar emission angles, represented in stereographic projection. Normal emission corresponds to the center of the XPD pattern while the outer ring represents an emission angle of 85°, i.e., almost parallel to the crystal surface. The bright and dark contrasts on these stereographic projections indicate high and low intensities, respectively. The XPD patterns measured for both selected emitter ͑Al 2s and Co 2p 3/2 ͒ reveal typical features of decagonal symmetry elements. Indeed, several rings of ten equivalent intense spots and a central 10f symmetry axis dominate both diffractograms. These decagonal patterns re- semble the XPD images of Al 2s and Co 2p 3/2 emission obtained from the d-Al-Ni-Co quasicrystal surface. 27 The diffraction images presented in Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ are also similar to those observed on the decagonal quasicrystal overlayer grown on the fivefold surface of the i-Al-Pd-Mn sample. 28 As XPD probes the local real-space environment around the selected emitting atoms, these measurements reveal an average short-range decagonal ordering around the Al and Co atoms at the near surface. From the cluster arrangements described in Sec. II, it is not too surprising to observe these patterns along the p-10f axis of the Al 13 Co 4 surface. To interpret the experimental diffractograms, single scattering cluster ͑SSC͒ simulations for the Al 2s and Co 2p 3/2 emissions have been performed based on the Al 13 Co 4 structural bulk model available. 12 Following the previous analysis, three separate clusters have been generated to encounter for the different atomic configurations observed at the surface. Hence, the surface of the three models is either terminated by a complete F plane, by a complete P plane, or by an incomplete P layer where only bipentagonal motifs have been preserved as suggested by our experimental and simulated STM images. The cluster used to carry out the calculations consists of 3016 atoms with 358 Al and 136 Co as emitters. The photoelectron intensity maps obtained for each emitter appear similar regardless of the models chosen. As shown on Figs. 5͑c͒ and 5͑d͒, the experimental XPD patterns can be nicely reproduced by the SSC simulations. The latter has been obtained for the incomplete P layer. There is a good agreement between the position and the intensity maxima between the XPD and SSC images. In addition, they both display decagonal rings with ten distinct and equivalent spots. Consequently, the similarity between XPD and SSC patterns suggests that the bulk structure is maintained at the near-surface region. However, it is not possible to discriminate between the preferred topmost surface terminations. To gain more insight into the possible surface structures and into the electronic charge-density distribution, the use of ab initio electronic structure calculations is introduced in the following section.
V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
In this section, we study the electronic structure of the Al 13 Co 4 crystal. We present electronic DOS calculations and simulations of STM images that we have used to interpret experimental results.
A. Computational details
The present calculations have been performed within the density-functional theory framework. Specifically, we have used ͑i͒ the Vienna ab initio simulation package ͑VASP͒ ͑Refs. 29 and 30͒ to determine the geometry of the Al 13 Co 4 ͑100͒ system, by a conjugate gradient minimization of the forces acting on the atoms, and ͑ii͒ the PWSCF code of the QUANTUM ESPRESSO distribution 31 to calculate the density of states and simulate the STM images. Both codes solve the Kohn-Sham equations in a plane-wave basis. Our calculations are made within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof approxi-mation for the exchange-correlation functional. 32 Ultrasoft pseudopotential has been used for cobalt 33 while normconserving pseudopotentials have been employed for aluminum. 34 The DOS calculations are carried out at a fixed cutoff energy of 400 eV, and the irreducible Brillouin zone was sampled by 4k points.
The density of states of the bulk Al 13 Co 4 alloy is calculated from the relaxed structural model. The starting structure is the experimentally derived model detailed in Ref. 12 . The cell geometry, its volume, and the atomic positions were allowed to relax in the process. The resulting structure is still described by an orthorhombic cell built on the ͓100͔͑ a = 8.207 Å͒, ͓010͔͑ b = 12.403 Å͒, and ͓001͔͑ c = 14.420 Å͒ vectors. Using the supercell technique, ͑100͒ surfaces of Al 13 Co 4 were simulated by repeated slabs separated by a vacuum region in the z direction. Several surface terminations are considered in this study. The simplest model consists of a bulk truncation along the ͑100͒ plane. Two cases are examined: in the F m model the flat layer is selected as the topmost surface layer while in the P m model the puckered layer is chosen as the surface termination. In the second structural model ͑labeled P m + model͒, the puckered layer is selected as the surface layer and only bipentagonal patterns formed by the top caps are preserved at the surface ͓Co + atoms in Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͔͒ . For the third structural model ͑labeled P m − model͒, bipentagonal patterns formed this time by the bottom caps of the PB cluster are maintained at the surface ͓Co − atoms in Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͔͒ . A complete relaxation of all these systems remains a challenging computational task for at least the following reasons: the slab has to be thick enough so that ͑i͒ the model represents a termination of the bulk structure in a realistic way and ͑ii͒ the bottom surface has no influence on the studied surface. This demands considering generally at least six atomic planes in the slab, which means 153 atoms if the model is built by a bulk truncation along the ͑100͒ plane. We have estimated the surface relaxation only in the case of the P m + and P m − models. The STM images calculated from these relaxed surfaces are not drastically different from those simulated from the unrelaxed models.
STM images have been simulated using the Tersoff-Hamann approximation 35 where the tunneling current is derived from the local density of states at the Fermi energy and a pointlike tip is considered. Within this model, the constant current STM images are simulated from electronic structure calculations by considering surfaces of constant local density of states integrated over an energy window from E F to E F + V bias , where V bias is the voltage applied between the sample and the tip. The bias V bias and the tip-sample distance have been chosen to match the experimental settings ͑V bias =−1.3 V, I = 0.08 nA͒.
B. Calculated DOS and experimental valence band
Calculated partial and total DOS of bulk Al 13 Co 4 are reported in Fig. 6 . The density of states contains a pseudogap lying to the left-hand side of the Fermi energy. Here the Fermi energy is taken as the origin for the binding energies. The total DOS shows an intense feature lying at about 2.0 eV from the Fermi energy. This feature is made mainly from the partial Co d states, forming a set of peaks lying between −3.3 and −0.5 eV. The intensity of the Co s states is about 85 times lower than the Co d states in the occupied region and consequently they do not contribute significantly to the occupied band. Aluminum s states are present mainly in the range from −1.0 to −11.2 eV. These later overlap with the Al p states leading to a slight s-p hybridization. At the energy of the intense feature of the partial Co d states, a set of peaks is also present in the Al p states.
Our results for the DOS are in good agreement with the DOS calculations performed on the m-Al 13 Co 4 ͑Ref. 14͒ system. Since the orthorhombic oP102 and the monoclinic mP102 structures of the Al 13 Co 4 crystals share identical local building blocks and differ only in their global arrangement, 14 a similar shape for both DOS was expected.
UPS experiments have been performed to probe the valence band of the Al 13 Co 4 surfaces using He I radiation ͑21.2 eV͒. The experimental spectrum is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6 . The spectrum is dominated by the Co d levels in the energy range of −0.5-−2.5 eV below the Fermi energy. Some small discrepancies exist between the experimental and the calculated positions of the features. The experimental bands are shifted by about 0.5 eV to lower binding energies compared to the calculated ones. These differences could be due to final-state effects in the photoemission process and/or to a surface effect not taken into account in the calculation of the bulk DOS.
C. Simulated STM images
STM images have been simulated for various structural models of the Al 13 Co 4 ͑100͒ surface. These models, which are built using the supercell approach, are made by nonrelaxed slabs composed of four atomic planes and a 9.7-Å-thick vacuum region. We have checked that the same results are obtained with supercells containing six nonrelaxed atomic planes and a 9.4-Å-thick vacuum region. Four structural models have been examined: two models ͑P m and F m ͒ containing 102 atoms and two models ͑P m + and P m − ͒ containing 88 atoms as 14 atoms ͑2 Co and 12 Al atoms͒ of the unit cell are removed. Figure 7 ͓parts ͑a͒-͑e͔͒ shows the corresponding STM images calculated from the surface charge-density distribution.
The influence of the surface relaxation on the simulated STM images has been checked only for the P m + and P m − models ͓see Figs. 7͑d͒ and 7͑f͔͒ . As the thickness of the slab containing four atomic planes may be too small to support the surface during a relaxation by interatomic forces, a slab containing 139 atoms distributed on six atomic planes ͑F 0.0 P 0.25 F 0.5 P 0.75 F 1.0 P 1.25 modif , where P 1.25 modif is the incomplete P termination͒ separated by a 9.4-Å-thick vacuum region has been used instead. During the relaxation process, the cell geometry, its volume, and the positions of atoms lying at the first four layers ͓atoms lying in the surface plane ͑S͒,i nt h e subsurface ͑S-1͒, and in planes S-2 and S-3͔ were allowed to relax while the positions of atoms lying in the two bottom planes were fixed to model the bulk behavior. The relaxation process was considered to be achieved when the atomic forces for atoms lying in planes S, S-1, S-2, and S-3 were less than 0.02 eV/ Å. The relaxation did not affect significantly the geometry of the orthorhombic supercell ͑the norms of the crystal cell vectors are modified by less than dynamical LEED analysis ͑10%͒ on the tenfold surface of the decagonal Al-Ni-Co quasicrystal. 42 It has to be mentioned that this strong contraction of the uppermost layer does not modify drastically the simulated STM images ͓see Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͔͒. In the following, the STM simulations are made with unrelaxed and relaxed structural models. Figure 7 shows STM images calculated from the surface charge-density distribution obtained for the structural models described in Sec. VAand the experimental STM image recorded with V bias = −1.3 V ͑I = 0.08 nA͒. The crystallographic structure of the surface planes is superimposed on the calculated images. Figures 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ correspond to two simulated STM images calculated from the complete puckered and flat layers. These terminations have been generated by a cut perpendicular to the ͓100͔ direction of the bulk model. The resulting fine details of these simulated images bear no resemblance with the structure of the experimental STM image presented in Fig. 7͑g͒ . This drastic difference precludes both complete puckered and flat layers to be surface termination. Figures 7͑c͒-7͑f͒ have been, respec-tively, simulated from the structural models containing 88 atoms described in Sec. VAas P m + and P m − models. As for the experimental STM image, these simulated images display bipentagonal motifs, all of comparable size and pointing in the same direction. The bright contrasts visible on Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒ originate from the position of Co atoms sitting slightly above the Al atoms. Such high intensity in the middle of each pentagonal motif is not observed on Fig. 7͑g͒ . However, the best agreement is obtained with Figs. 7͑e͒ and 7͑f͒. For the unrelaxed P m − model, the bipentagonal patterns reveal a bright outline and a dark center consistent with our experimental observations. Upon relaxation, the two outermost Al atoms situated at both ends of the pentagonal motifs move slightly inward, hence producing a dimmer contrast. In comparison, the two Co atoms located in the center of the pentagons present a minor outward relaxation. However, they still remain below the mean surface plane and should overall appear as depressions in the bipentagonal motifs. From these observations, we propose that the topmost surface layer consists of bottom caps of the PB cluster ͓model in Figs. 7͑e͒ and 7͑f͔͒ while the top caps are preferentially desorbed upon annealing.
VI. DISCUSSION
At the surface of the Al 13 Co 4 ͑100͒ crystal, two different surface terminations have been identified. The area covered by termination T2 depends largely on the surface preparation whereas T1 planes are always present. The complete desorption of the T2 layer can eventually be achieved as explained previously. A strain-related mechanism 43 introduced by surface defects ͑i.e., step edges͒ has been observed at the surface of the Al 13 Co 4 crystal. This strain effect is manifested by a systematic depletion of T2 termination ͑"denuded zone"͒ on the ascending and descending edges of the steps over a relatively wide region. These step edges are similar in shape to those reported on the Ј-Al-Pd-Mn surface. 9 Hence, the step roughness or diffusivity appears qualitatively lower than on quasicrystal surfaces. 44 The structural analysis of both surface terminations using LEED, STM, and XPD indicates that there is no evident lateral surface reconstruction. The results obtained using XPS confirm that there is no chemical segregation at the surface of the Al 13 Co 4 crystal. These observations ͑no segre-gation͒ is in favor of a stronger Al-Co interaction strength compared to bonding of similar atoms. 45 Both surface layers can be related to bulk planes although their density is drastically altered ͑incomplete layers͒. The surface unit cell of T1 plane is composed of ten Al and two Co atoms compared to 22 Al and 4 Co atoms for a complete puckered layer. It is also frequent to observe an additional Al atom or "glue atom" ͑i.e., not belonging to the PB cluster͒ in between bipentagonal motifs. In addition, the atomic decoration of the remaining T2 patches has been attributed to remaining Al atoms from the flat layers. These results reveal that ultimately the Al-richest plane ͑puckered layer͒ is favored at the surface. Even after partial desorption, the T1 plane is still largely Al rich. If no reconstruction and no chemical segregation are encountered at the surface, one way to minimize the surface free energy can be achieved by exposing planes with the lowest surface energy. On all CMA surfaces studied so far, atomic planes have been reported to be laterally bulk terminated. For Al-based CMA, the topmost surface planes always correspond to layers having the highest concentration of Al atoms, i.e., the element possessing the lowest surface energy within the alloy. This selection mechanism of surface plane is also verified for the Al 13 Co 4 crystal.
The Al 13 Co 4 ͑100͒ surface presents several similarities with the p-10f surface of the Ј-Al-Pd-Mn crystal. 9 In both cases, a single-step height equal to half of the lattice parameter along the p-10f axis is measured. The LEED pattern is described as sharp and p-10f symmetric. Each terrace is composed of several atomic terminations. The fine atomic structures observed within terraces are interpreted as originating from incomplete bulk planes. As we know, the atomic structures of both systems are based on elementary atomic clusters as building blocks. Within the incomplete surface layers, part of these clusters is preferentially maintained. Hence, they can be considered as energetically more stable than the surrounding glue atoms. In the case of the Al 13 Co 4 crystal, an additional question arises on why only one type of bipentagonal motif is kept at the surface. Along the p-10f axis, the structure can be visualized as an arrangement of columns of PB clusters. The puckered layer corresponds to a perpendicular cut across these columns. This implies that PB clusters are dissected at different heights and this is manifested by two different bipentagonal patterns within the plane. The selective desorption of one type of bipentagonal feature suggests that PB clusters are relatively independent entities at the surface. Indeed, the shape of the remaining cut clusters is not altered. This apparent stability indicates that the strongest chemical bonds may be localized within the cluster along the columns and not between clusters of separate columns. Although it has been shown that favorable interactions exist between clusters, 46 this difference may be a direct consequence of the reduced symmetry at the surface. Recent studies based on quantum-mechanical calculations 47 supported by nuclear-magnetic-resonance experiments 48 suggest that the Co-Al-Co molecular groups present within the 23 atoms PB cluster should be considered as guests trapped in Al and Co cages of the Al 13 Co 4 complex metallic alloy. The corresponding two Co atoms belonging to such a molecular group are labeled + and − on Fig. 1͑c͒ , and the Al atom decorates the center of the flat layer of the PB cluster. Our study suggests that bipentagonal motifs topped with Co + atoms vanish from the topmost surface layer. At the surface, the Co-Al-Co molecular groups are not confined anymore along the ͓100͔ direction between cages. It is reason-able to postulate that this break in the symmetry could increase the mobility of the guest within the cage. This could lead to the instability of the bipentagonal motif and explain eventually the observed selective desorption upon annealing of the sample to 1073 K. If the molecular groups or part of it desorb upon annealing, the remaining five Al atoms of the top cap ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ may also evaporate due to a structural instability.
Consequently, the symmetry of the topmost layer is modified due to the reduction in the atomic density. With only one type of bipentagonal motifs preserved, this selection leads eventually to a different intensity distribution within the LEED pattern ͑reduced p-10f symmetry͒. However, the local atomic arrangement within the near-surface region exhibits a decagonal symmetry as shown by XPD measurements and SSC calculations.
Finally, the electronic density of states has been calculated for the orthorhombic Al 13 Co 4 crystal. The results are consistent with the DOS calculated for the monoclinic system in previous studies 14 and with the measured valence band. Simulated STM images have been generated and have allowed us to discriminate between different possible surface terminations. The relatively large unit cell and the unusual surface structure reported here should stimulate the use of the Al 13 Co 4 ͑100͒ surface in adsorption studies as a highly corrugated potential-energy surface is expected. 49
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the ͑100͒ surface of the recently grown orthorhombic Al 13 Co 4 crystal. Atomically flat terraces separated by a step height equal to half of the unit-cell parameter ͑a / 2͒ exhibit two possible surface terminations depending on the annealing time and temperature selected. Both surface layers have been related to incomplete planes present within the bulk structural model. Upon annealing to 1173 K, only one termination that has been attributed to an incomplete puckered layer consisting of 12 atoms per surface unit cell is maintained at the surface. This preferential plane selection leads to a reduced pseudotenfold symmetry of the sharp LEED pattern. Finally, the close match between simulated and calculated STM images validates our proposed surface model.
